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patchwork Collection

stockinette stitch
Introducing your third pillow cover—this cover
is worked in the stockinette stitch in three
shades of Crea Aerial—Smoke, Cloud and Marl.

First section

First stripe
Knitting needles: size 9 (5.5mm)
Stitch: stockinette stitch

156

★

156 patchwork Collection

★

try this!
1 Just two rows make up the stockinette
stitch fabric. Row 1: Knit to the end of the
row. This is the right side of the fabric.

To knit the stockinette stitch, follow the instructions
below or go online to watch the video.

2 Row 2: Purl to the end of the row.
These 2 rows form stockinette stitch.

Stockinette STITCH stripe IN
smoke
Size
To fit an 11⅞ x 15¾ in. (30 x 40cm) pillow pad (not
supplied).
gauge
18 sts and 24 rows = 4 in. (10cm) over st st on size 9
(5.5mm) needles.
See “ reading a pattern card” for the list of
abbreviations.

to make
Using size 9 (5.5mm) needles and Smoke,
cast on 48 sts.
Row 1 (rs): K to the end of the row.
Row 2: P to the end of the row.
These 2 rows form the st st.
Rep these 2 rows 12 more times, ending with a p row.
Cut yarn and leave the stitches on the needle ready
to knit the next stripe.

Note: You will receive your next ball of Aerial, in
Cloud, with issue 83.

When you have finished
the first stripe, keep the
knitting on your needles
ready to work the
second stripe.

3 Repeat the 2 rows throughout to form
the stockinette stitch fabric.

patchwork Collection

alternate
bobble stripes
Knitted in Crea Harmony in Flint, this lovely
textured square is the first for your throw
extension. It has lines of small bobbles worked on
a background of the reverse stockinette stitch.

157
★★
★

flint square
Size: 4¾ x 4¾ in. (12 x 12cm)
Knitting needles: size 4 (3.5mm)
Stitch: alternate bobble stripes

157 patchwork Collection
★★
★

try this!

To learn how to knit the alternate bobble stripes, follow
the instructions below or go online to watch the video.

1 Cast on a mutiple of 10 plus 7 stitches.
Row 1: Purl 3, knit 1, then repeat purl 4,
knit 1 to the last 3 stitches, purl 3.
Row 2: Knit 3, purl 1, then repeat knit 4,
purl 1 to the last 3 stitches, knit 3.

2 Row 3: Purl 3, a bobble is formed on the
next stitch (abbreviated as MB); work knit 1,
purl 1, knit 1, purl 1 and knit 1 all into the next
stitch—5 stitches for the bobble.

3 Turn the knitting and knit these
5 stitches, then turn the knitting again
and purl the 5 stitches together to
complete the bobble.

4 Now repeat purl 4, knit 1, purl 4, MB to the
last 3 stitches, purl 3. Row 4: Repeat Row 2.

5 Rows 5 to 12: Repeat Rows 1 to 4 twice.
You have completed the first section
of bobbles.

6 The bobbles on the second section
alternate with the bobbles on the first
section. Starting with Row 13, continue to
work the pattern rows.
Note: To work the pattern as an all-over
design, repeat Rows 1 to 24 throughout.

alternate bobble stripes square in flint
See “reading a pattern card” for the list
of abbreviations.
special abbreviation
MB = make bobble worked as follows:
work k1, p1, k1, p1 and k1 all into the next
st, turn, k5, turn, p5tog.
to make
Using size 4 (3.5mm) needles and
Harmony, cast on 27 sts.
Row 1 (rs): P3, k1, *p4, k1, rep from * to
the last 3 sts, p3.
Row 2: K3, p1, *k4, p1, rep from * to the
last 3 sts, k3.
Row 3: P3, MB, *p4, k1, p4, MB, rep from
* to the last 3 sts, p3.

Row 4: Rep Row 2.
Rows 5 to 12: Rep Rows 1 to 4 twice.
Rows 13 and 14: Rep Rows 1 and 2.
Row 15: P3, k1, *p4, MB, p4, k1, rep from
* to the last 3 sts, p3.
Row 16: Rep Row 2.
Rows 17 to 28: Rep Rows 13 to 16
three times.
Rows 29 to 40: Rep Rows 1 to 12.
Bind off.
Work another square in the same way.
Note: Each ball of yarn supplied is
enough to work 2 whole squares. If you
find you work tightly, or loosely, change
your needle size—see know-how 1,
reading a pattern card, gauge square.

joining the squares

Block your squares, see blocking your
work, know-how 3. Then, with wrong
sides together and the edges matching,
tack around the outer edge, stitching
about one stitch from the edge.

throw
bottom

E

When you have tacked
your squares together,
label them bottom E.
You’ll need this reference
when you join the
squares for your throw.
Keep the squares safe
in your workbasket.
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bobble cover
Knitted in Crea super chunky yarn using size 19
(15.0mm) knitting needles, this ottoman cover
has great texture and lines of huge bobbles.

54
★
★★

Materials
•6
 x 2 oz. (50g) balls of Crea
Super Chunky in Taupe
• Pair of size 19 (15.0mm)
knitting needles
• Tapestry needle
Go to knit-and-stitch.com
to buy Crea yarn. See the
information chart for full
details on all the Crea yarns.
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SIZE
To fit a ottoman with a top measuring
10⅝ x 10⅝ x 7⅛ in. (27 x 27cm x 18cm)
deep.
Gauge
7 sts and 9 rows = 4 in. (10cm) over
rev st st.
ABBREVIATIONS
See reading a pattern card.
SPECIAL ABBREVIATION
MB = make bobble worked as follows:
work k1, p1, k1, p1 and k1 all into next st,
turn, k5, turn, p5tog.
TO MAKE
TOP: Using size 19 (15.0mm) needles,
cast on 13 sts.
Beg with a p row, work 3 rows rev st st,
but inc 1 st at each end of every row. 19 sts.
Cont straight in rev st st until the work
measures 9⅝ in. (24.5cm) from the caston edge, measured at the center.
Dec 1 st at each end of the next 3 rows.
13 sts.
Bind off leaving a long yarn tail.
SIDES (make 2): Using size 19 (15.0mm)
needles, cast on 32 sts.
Row 1 (rs): P3, k1, *p4, k1, rep from * to
the last 3 sts, p3.
Row 2: K3, p1, *k4, p1, rep from * to the
last 3 sts, k3.
Now work in patt as foll:
Row 1 (rs): P3, k1, *p4, k1, rep from * to
last 3 sts, p3.
Row 2: K3, p1, *k4, p1, rep from * to the
last 3 sts, k3.
Row 3: P3, MB, p4, k1, *p4, MB, p4, k1, rep
from * to the last 3 sts, p3.
Row 4: Rep Row 2.
Rows 5 to 15: Rep Rows 1 to 4 twice,
then work Rows 1 to 3 again.
Bind off k-wise leaving a long yarn tail.
FINISHING
Weave in the ends. Join the ends of the
sides to form a ring. With the wrong sides
together and placing a seam at the center
of the side edges, pin the bind-off edge of
the sides to the top. Slipstitch in place on
the right side.

designer’s tip
To reduce the bulk on the
seams you can use a finer
yarn, such as worsted weight
or bulky, to join the pieces.

accessories
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felted clutch purse
Create a crochet fabric, then felt it
and use it to make this elegant clutch
purse with a decorative bow trim.

Materials
• 2 x 3½ oz. (100g) hanks of
Cascade 220 in Mystic Purple
• Scrap of green wool suitable for
felting
• K/10½ (6.5mm) crochet hook
• Tapestry needle
• Pair of sharp scissors
• Crewel needle with a large eye

45
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SIZE
10¼ x 6¼ in. (26 x 16cm), with flap
folded.
ABBREVIATIONS
See reading a pattern card.
TO MAKE
BAG: Using a K/10½ (6.5mm) hook and
Mystic Purple, ch72.
Foundation row: Work 1 dc into the 4th
ch from the hook, then work 1 dc into
each ch to the end. Turn.
Patt row: Ch3 (counts as first dc), work 1

dc into each dc to the end of the
row. Turn.
Rep this row until the work measures
23⅝ in. (60cm) from the beg. Fasten off
leaving a long yan tail.
BOW: Using a K/10½ (6.5mm) hook and
Mystic Purple, ch30.
Foundation row: Work 1 sc into the 2nd
ch from the hook, then work 1 sc into
each ch to the end of the row. Turn.
Patt row: Ch1 (does not count as a st),
work 1 sc into each sc to the end of the
row. Turn.

Rep the Patt row 13 more times.
Fasten off leaving a long yan tail.
Using 2 strands of green wool held
together in the tapestry needle and
leaving a long end, weave the yarn
through the fabric on the 4th, 9th and
13th rows, taking the yarn over and
under one stitch at a time.
Cut the yarn, leaving a long yarn tail.
FINISHING
Felt the crochet following the
instructions in know-how 11.
Once felted, lay the pieces on a flat
surface and let dry completely.
From the large piece of felted fabric, cut
a rectangle 10¼ x 15¾ in. (26 x 40cm).
Fold up 5⅛ in. (13cm) from one short
end and pin the sides. Using a crewel
needle and a length of Mystic Purple,
work a row of evenly spaced running
stitches ⅜ in. (1cm) from one outer
edge, do not fasten off but work a row
of stitches in the gaps between the first
row. Fasten off securely. Join the other
side seam in the same way. Fold over
the flap to the right side.
For the bow, trim the woven fabric
to 4⅜ in. (11cm) wide. Using a length
of green wool, work a row of small
running stitches across the center of
the strip and pull up tight to gather
slightly. Secure the end then wrap the
yarn around the center of the bow
a few times; secure the yarn on the
wrong side. Do not cut the yarn but
use it to sew the bow to the center
of the flap.

designer’s tip
Our bag does not have a
fastening but you can
add a magnetic clasp or
large press fastener to
secure the flap if desired.

Customizing techniques

designer’s notebook:
looped fringe
A neat and simple way to work a
knitted fringe to trim your projects.

T

CUSTOMIZE YOUR
THROW...

The base of the fringe consists of a length
of garter stitch, knitted to the length of the
trim required. Stitches are then unraveled
to create the looped fringe. Any crinkles and
kinks in the loops can be removed by leaving
the fringe in a steamy atmosphere—let dry
naturally before using.

Embellish your throw
with one or more rows of
looped fringe. Work it in a
yarn and color to contrast
with the square so that
it stands out from the
background fabric.

his easy but effective fringe can be
used to embellish handmade and
ready-made items. It can also be used
to create a garland, as shown overleaf, or to
trim shelves for a decorative finish.

simple looped fringe

decorative looped fringe

Stitches are unraveled on a strip of garter stitch edging.

Stitches are unraveled on a strip of eyelet edging.

Garter stitch looped fringe
Cast on sufficient stitches to give the depth of edging that you
require plus enough stitches (about 5 or 6) to unravel to create the
loops. Work in garter stitch until the strip is the required length.
Then bind off the stitches to form the depth of the edging and
fasten off the yarn. Remove the remaining stitches from the needle
and carefully unravel them, row by row, to create a series of loops.

Eyelet looped fringe
Cast on 12 stitches. For each row, work (yarn forward,
knit two together, knit one) 4 times. When the strip is
the required length, bind off 5 stitches (or 8 stitches
if you want a shorter fringe) and fasten off the yarn.
Remove the remaining stitches from the needle and
unravel them to form a looped fringe.

81
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Customizing techniques
pillow

basket trim

Embellish a plain pillow with
a band of fringe.

Add a contrasting fringe
to a chunky log basket.

planter
Trim a ceramic pot
with a looped fringe.

fringed garland

A strip of looped fringe
creates a perfect decoration.

Materials
• 1 x 3½ oz. (100g) hank of Cascade 220 in
Aspen Heather
• 1 x 2 oz. (50g) ball of worsted-weight
yarn in cream
• Pair of size 10 (6.0mm) knitting needles
• G/6 (4.0mm) crochet hook
• Tapestry needle

SIZE
7⅛ x 23⅝ in. (18 x 60cm). (Length is
adjustable.)
ABBREVIATIONS
See reading a pattern card.
Note: Use 2 strands of yarn held together
throughout.

TO MAKE
FRINGE: Using size 10 (6.0mm) needles and
2 strands of Aspen Heather held together, cast
on 12 sts.
Work in g st (every row k) until the strip
measures 23⅝ in. (60cm), or the required
length.
Bind off 6 sts for the edging and fasten off
the yarn leaving a long yarn tail.
Remove the remaining sts from the needle
and carefully unravel them, row by row, to
create a series of loops.
DISKS (make 7): Using a G/6 (4.0mm) hook
and cream, make a sliding ring.
Round 1: Ch3, work 13 dc into the ring, sl st
into the top of the 3 ch. Fasten off leaving a
long yarn tail.

FINISHING
Use the yarn ends to sew the disks along the
band of the garland, spacing them evenly.
Using five 23⅝ in. (60cm) lengths of Aspen
Heather for each, make two twisted cords
(see Customizing Techniques 31) and tie a
knot with the loose ends only.
Thread the folded end of one cord through
the edging, close to the end. Ease open the
folded end, pull the knotted end through
and draw up close to the band. Attach the
remaining cord to the other end of the band
in the same way. Use the cords to hang the
garland in position.
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linked ribs
The next square for your reversible throw is
knitted using size 10½ (6.5mm) knitting needles
and Crea Antique yarn in Ivory. It is worked in
a wide rib pattern and pairs of knit stitches are
twisted at intervals to form the linked effect.

158

★★

ivory square
Size: 12 x 12cm
Knitting needles: size 10½
(6.5mm)
Stitch: linked ribs

158 patchwork Collection

★★

try this!

linked ribs square
in ivory

To learn how to knit the linked ribs pattern, follow the
instructions below or go online to watch the video.

1 Cast on a multiple of 8 stitches plus 2.
Row 1: Purl 3, knit 1, purl 2, knit 1, purl 4,
knit 1, purl 2, knit 1, purl 3. Row 2: Knit 3,
purl 1, knit 2, purl 1, knit 4, purl 1, knit 2, purl 1,
knit 3. Rows 3 and 4: Repeat Rows 1 and 2.

2 Stitches are linked on the next row by
twisting pairs of stitches. Row 5: Purl 3,
take the right needle behind the first stitch
on the left needle and knit the second
stitch; leave the stitch on the needle.

3 Knit the first stitch and slip both stitches
off the needle together (this is abbreviated
as Tw2L).

4 Take the right needle in front of the first
stitch on the left needle and knit the second
stitch, leave the stitch on the needle.

See “reading a pattern card” for the list
of abbreviations.
special abbreviations
Tw2L = twist 2 left worked as follows:
taking the needle behind the first st,
k the 2nd st on the left needle, then
k the first st letting both sts sl off the
needle tog.
Tw2R = twist 2 right worked as follows:
taking the needle in front of the first
st, k the 2nd st on the left needle, then
k the first st letting both sts sl off the
needle tog.
to make
Using size 10½ (6.5mm) needles and
Antique, cast on 18 sts.
Row 1 (rs): P3, k1, p2, k1, p4, k1, p2, k1, p3.
Row 2: K3, p1, k2, p1, k4, p1, k2, p1, k3.
Rows 3 and 4: Rep Rows 1 and 2.
Row 5: P3, Tw2L, Tw2R, p4, Tw2L,
Tw2R, p3.
Row 6: K3, p4, k4, p4, k3.
These 6 rows form the patt.
Rep them twice more, then work Rows
1 to 3 again. Bind off.
Work another square in the same way.
Note: Each ball of yarn supplied is
enough to work 2 whole squares. If you
find you work tightly, or loosely, change
your needle size—see know-how 1,
reading a pattern card, gauge square.

joining the squares
5 Knit the first stitch and slip both stitches
off the needle together (abbreviated as
Tw2R); purl 4, Tw2L, Tw2R, purl 3.

throw
right

3

6 Row 6: Knit 3, purl 4, knit 4, purl 4, knit 3.
These 6 rows form the pattern and are
repeated throughout.

When you have tacked your squares together,
label them right 3. You’ll need this reference
when you join the squares for your throw.
Keep the squares safe in your workbasket.

Block your squares, see blocking your
work, know-how 3. Then, with wrong
sides together and the edges matching,
tack around the outer edge, stitching
about one stitch from the edge.

patchwork Collection

bobble stitch
This square for your stunning throw is knitted in
Crea Grisaille yarn in Cumulus, a dark gray, using
size 8 (5.0mm) needles. The bouclé finish of the
yarn combined with the large bobbles creates a
highly textured fabric.

159
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cumulus square
Size: 4¾ x 4¾ in. (12 x 12cm)
Knitting needles: size 8 (5.0mm)
Stitch: bobble stitch

159 patchwork Collection
★★
★

try this!

bobble stitch square
in cumulus

To learn how to knit the bobble stitch, follow the
instructions below or go online to watch the video.

1 Cast on a mutiple of 6 plus 5 stitches.
Row 1: Purl to the end of the row. Row 2: Knit
to the end of the row. Row 3: Purl to the end
of the row.

3 Turn the knitting and purl these 4
stitches, turn the knitting again and knit the
4 stitches, turn again and purl the 4 stitches,
then turn the knitting again.

2 Bobbles are formed on the next row—a
right-side row. Row 4: Knit 5, a bobble is
formed on the next stitch (abbreviated as MB).
Knit into the front, back, front, then back again
of the next stitch—you have made 4 stitches.

4 Now slip the first of these 4 stitches, knit
the next 3 stitches together, then pass the
slipped stitch over the remaining stitch to
complete the bobble.

See “reading a pattern card” for the list
of abbreviations.
special abbreviation
MB = make bobble worked as follows:
k into the front, back, front, then back
again of next st, turn, p4, turn, k4, turn,
p4, turn and work sl 1, k3tog, psso.
to make
Using size 8 (5.0mm) needles and
Grisaille, cast on 17 sts.
Row 1 (ws): P to the end of the row.
Row 2: K to the end of the row.
Row 3: P to the end of the row.
Row 4: K5, *MB, k5, rep from * to the
end of the row.
Rows 5 to 7: Rep Rows 1 to 3.
Row 8: K2, MB, *k5, MB, rep from * to
the last 2 sts, k2.
These 8 rows form the patt.
Rep them once more, then work Rows
1 to 6 again. Bind off.
Work another square in the same way.
Note: Each ball of yarn supplied is
enough to work 2 whole squares. If you
find you work tightly, or loosely, change
your needle size—see know-how 1,
reading a pattern card, gauge square.

joining the squares

Block your squares, see blocking your
work, know-how 3. Then, with wrong
sides together and the edges matching,
tack around the outer edge, stitching
about one stitch from the edge
watch the video
www.knit-and-stitch.com

5 Knit 5, then repeat MB, knit 5 to the end of
the row. Rows 5 to 7: Repeat Rows 1 to 3.

6 The second line of bobbles is worked on
the next row. These bobbles will sit between
the first line of bobbles. Row 8: Knit 2, MB,
repeat knit 5, MB to the last 2 stitches, knit
2. These 8 rows form the pattern and are
repeated throughout.

throw
bottom

1

When you have tacked
your squares together,
label them bottom
I. You’ll need this
reference when you
join the squares for
your throw. Keep the
squares safe in your
workbasket.
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Fashion projects

man’s polo shirt
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This polo shirt with its nautical
feel is knitted in a soft cotton
yarn. It is finished with a button
fastening and a ribbed collar.

Materials
• 10[10:11:11:12:12] x 2 oz. (50g) balls
of Stylecraft Classique Cotton
DK in Nocturne
• 1[1:2:2:2:2] x 2 oz. (50g) balls of
Stylecraft Classique Cotton DK
in Plum and Ivory
• Pair of size 3 and 6 (3.25mm
and 4.0mm) knitting needles
• Tapestry needle
• 3 buttons, ¾ in. (2cm)
in diameter

71
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Fashion projects
SIZES
To suit chest 32-34[36-38:40-42:44-46:
48-50:52-54] in. (81-86[91-97:102-107:112117:122-127:132-137]cm).
Actual measurement 36¼[39¾:44⅛:47⅝:52:
55½] in. (92[101:112:121:132:141]cm).
Length 24⅜[24⅞:25¼:25⅝:26:26⅜] in.
(62[63:64:65:66:67]cm).
Sleeve seam 5⅛[5⅛:5⅛:5½:5½:5½] in.
(13[13:13:14:14:14]cm).
Gauge
22 sts and 28 rows = 4 in. (10cm) over st st.
ABBREVIATIONS
See reading a pattern card.
STRIPE SEQUENCE
2 rows Plum, 8 rows Ivory, 1 row Nocturne,
1 row Ivory, 1 row Plum, 2 rows Ivory, 2 rows
Plum, 2 rows Ivory, 1 row Plum, 1 row Ivory,
1 row Nocturne, 8 rows Ivory, 2 rows Plum.
These 32 rows form the stripe sequence.  
TO MAKE
BACK: Using size 4 (3.5mm) needles and
Nocturne, cast on 105[115:127:137:149:159] sts.
Rib row 1 (rs): K2, *p1, k1, rep from * to the
last st, k1.
Rib row 2: K1, *p1, k1, rep from * to the end
of the row.
Rep these 2 rows 3 more times, then work
Rib row 1 again.**
Next row: P to the end of the row, dec
3 sts evenly across the row.
102[112:124:134:146:156] sts.
Change to size 6 (4.0mm) needles.
Beg with a k row, cont in st st until the
work measures 14⅛[14⅝:14⅝:15:15:15] in.
(36[37:37:38:38:38]cm) from the beg,
ending with a p row.
Stranding the colors not in use loosely up
the side of the knitting, cont in st st and
work the first 24[22:20:18:18:18] rows of
the stripe sequence.
Shape armholes
Work the rem 8[10:12:14:14:14] rows of
the stripe sequence, at the same time
bind off 5[5:6:6:8:10] sts at the beg of the
next 2 rows, then dec 1 st at each end of
the next 6[8:10:12:12:12] rows.
80[86:92:98:106:112] sts.***
Cont straight with Nocturne only until the
armhole measures 7⅛[7½:7⅞:8¼:8⅝:9] in.
(18[19:20:21:22:23]cm), ending with a p row.
Shape shoulders
Bind off 8[9:9:10:11:12] sts at the beg of the next
4 rows and 9[9:10:10:11:11] sts at the beg of the
foll 2 rows. Bind off the rem 30[32:36:38:40:42]
sts leaving a long yarn tail.

FRONT: Work as given for the back to ***.
Cont straight with Nocturne only, k 1 row.
Divide for opening
Next row: P37[40:43:46:50:53], bind off
6 sts, p to the end of the row.
Cont on first set of 37[40:43:46:50:53]
sts as foll:
Work 25 rows straight, ending at front edge.
(For the second side work 1 more row here.)
Shape neck
Bind off 7[8:10:11:12:13] sts at the beg of the
next row, then dec 1 st at the neck edge on
the next 5 rows. 25[27:28:30:33:35] sts.
Work straight until the front measures the
same as the back to the shoulder, ending
at the armhole edge.
Shape shoulder
Bind off 8[9:9:10:11:12] sts at the beg of the next
and foll alt row. Work 1 row. Bind off the rem
9[9:10:10:11:11] sts leaving a long yarn tail.
With rs facing, rejoin the yarn to the rem
37[40:43:46:50:53] sts and work as given for
the first side, noting the bracketed exception.
SLEEVES: Using size 4 (3.5mm) needles and
Nocturne, cast on 65[71:75:79:83:89] sts.
Work as given for the back to **.
Next row: P to the end of the row, inc 5 sts
evenly across the row. 70[76:80:84:88:94] sts.
Change to 6 (4.0mm) needles.
Beg with a k row, work 2[4:6:10:10:10] rows st st.
Stranding the colors not in use loosely up
the side of the knitting, cont in st st and
work the first 24[22:20:18:18:18] rows of
the stripe sequence.
Shape top
Work the rem 8[10:12:14:14:14] rows of the
stripe sequence, at the same time bind off
5[5:6:6:8:10] sts at the beg of the next 2 rows.
60[66:68:72:72:74] sts.
Work 0[0:2:2:6:8] rows straight.
When the stripe sequence is complete, cont
with Nocturne only.
Dec 1 st at each end of the next and every foll
alt row until 34[40:42:44:46:48] sts rem, then on
every row until 20[22:28:30:36:36] sts rem.
Bind off loosely leaving a long yarn tail.
COLLAR: Using size 4 (3.5mm) needles and
Plum, cast on 113[121:127:135:141:149] sts.
Rib row 1 (rs): K2, *p1, k1, rep from * to the last
st, k1.
Cut Plum and join Nocturne.
P 1 row.
Now work the 2 Rib rows as given for the back
until the collar measures 2[2:2⅜:2⅜:2⅜:2¾] in.
(5[5:6:6:6:7]cm), ending with Rib row 2.
Shape for the neck edge as foll:
Row 1: Rib to the last 6[6:7:7:8:8] sts, turn.
Row 2: Sl 1, rib to the last 6[6:7:7:8:8] sts, turn.

Rows 3 and 4: Sl 1, rib to the last 12[12:14:14:16:16]
sts, turn.
Rows 5 and 6: Sl 1, rib to the last 19[19:22:22:
25:25] sts, turn.
Rows 7 and 8: Sl 1, rib to the last 27[27:31:31:
35:35] sts, turn.
Row 9: Sl 1, rib to the end of the row.
Bind off in rib leaving a long yarn tail.
BUTTONHOLE BORDER: With rs facing, join
Nocturne and, using size 4 (3.5mm) needles,
pick up and k 27 sts evenly along the left side
of the front opening.
Beg with Rib row 2, work 2 rows as given for
the back.
Buttonhole row 1 (ws): Rib 5 sts, (bind off
2 sts, rib until there are 6 sts on needle after
the bind-off group) twice, bind off 2 sts,
rib to the end of the row.
Buttonhole row 2: Rib to the end of the
row, casting on 2 sts over those bound off
on the previous row.
Rib 3 rows. Bind off evenly in rib leaving a
long yarn tail.
BUTTON BORDER: With rs facing, join
Nocturne and, using size 4 (3.5mm) needles,
pick up and k 27 sts evenly along the right
side of the front opening.
Work to match the buttonhole border,
omitting the buttonholes.
FINISHING
Block using the spray method. Weave in the
ends. Join the shoulder seams. Join the lower
side edges of the borders to the bind-off sts at
the center front, lapping the buttonhole border
over the button border. Sew the shaped edge
of the collar to the neck edge, beginning and
ending at the center of the borders. Set in the
sleeves, then join the side and sleeve seams.
Sew on the buttons.
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dog blanket
Knit a cozy blanket for your pooch using one of your
new stitch patterns to form a bobble border. This soft
blanket is worked in Crea Grisaille yarn.

accessories

46

★★

Materials
• 7 x 1 oz. (25g) balls of Crea
Grisaille in Moss
• Pair of size 8 (5.0mm) needles
• Tapestry needle
Go to knit-and-stitch.com
to buy Crea yarn. See the
information chart for full
details on all the Crea yarns.
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SIZE
24⅞ x 22⅞ in. (63 x 58cm).
Gauge
15 sts and 24  rows = 4 in. (10cm) over st st.
ABBREVIATIONS
See reading a pattern card.
SPECIAL ABBREVIATION
MB = make bobble worked as follows: k into
the front, back, front, then back again of the
next st, turn, p4, turn, k4, turn, p4, turn and
work sl 1, k3tog, psso.
TO MAKE
Using size 8 (5.0mm) needles, cast on 95 sts.
Work in the patt for the lower border as foll:
Row 1 (ws): P to the end of the row.
Row 2: K to the end of the row.
Row 3: P to the end of the row.
Row 4: K5, *MB, k5, rep from * to the end of
the row.
Row 5: P to the end of the row.
Row 6: K to the end of the row.
Row 7: P to the end of the row.
Row 8: K2, MB, *k5, MB, rep from * to the last
2 sts, k2.
These 8 rows form the patt.
Work Rows 1 to 7 again.
Now work in st st with bobble borders as foll:
Row 1: K2, MB, k5, MB, k to the last 9 sts,
MB, k5, MB, k2.
Row 2: P to the end of the row.
Row 3: K to the end of the row.
Row 4: P to the end of the row.
Row 5: K5, MB, k to the last 6 sts, MB, k5.
Row 6: P to the end of the row.
Row 7: K to the end of the row.
Row 8: P to the end of the row.
Rep these 8 rows until work measures 20 in.
(51cm) from beg, ending with Row 1.
Now work the 8 rows of the lower border
once, then work Rows 1 to 7 again.
Bind off leaving a long yarn tail.
FINISHING
Weave in the ends. Block the knitting using the
spray method.

designer’s tip
When working the bobbles ensure
that they sit on the right side of
the knitting—this can be checked
easily, and corrected if necessary,
when you work the purl row after
the bobble row.

Customizing techniques

designer’s notebook:
Paris stitch
This embroidery stitch creates a
simple border and is easy to work.

T

he Paris stitch is made up of horizontal
and vertical stitches and has a similar
appearance to blanket stitch. It is
worked in straight lines and can be used
either vertically or horizontally.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR
THROW...
Use the Paris stitch to form
vertical or horizontal lines
of stitching on some of the
squares to add a simple
embellishment to your throw.
Alternatively, work
it as a border on the squares.

When using this simple stitch, you can vary
your threads to create different effects—
experiment with stranded cotton, soft crewel
or tapestry wool and metallic gold thread.
To ensure the stitches in each line are level,
draw guidelines with a water soluble or airerasable fabric marker pen. Alternatively, tack
the lines using a needle and thread.

paris stitch
The Paris stitch makes a neat line with branched stitches along its upper edge.

1

Start at the top, near the right-hand end
of the row. Work a short straight stitch
downward at right-angles to the top
guideline, bringing the needle through an
identical distance along the bottom line.

2

Insert the needle at the base of the
first stitch and bring it out to the front
an identical distance above the
left-hand end of the preceding stitch.

3

Repeat steps 1 and 2 along the row
making sure that the stitches are
level. Remove the guidelines.
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drawstring bag
Embellish a plain bag with a row
of the Paris stitch.

scissors case
This case will be a useful
addition to your sewing box.

Materials
• 5 ⅞ x 7⅞ in. (15 x 20cm) of felted
wool in gray
• Small ball of DK cotton yarn in red
• Pair of sharp scissors
• Crewel needle with a large eye

decorative
collar
Work a line of
stitching around
a collar.

size
3⅛ x 5½ in. (8 x 14cm).
to make
• Enlarge the case templates as
indicated and cut out. Use the
templates and sharp scissors to
cut a back and front from the gray
felted wool.

• With right side uppermost, pin the
front to the back with lower edges
and sides matching.
• Using red yarn, backstitch ¼ in.
(5mm) from the outer edge to join
the pieces. Continue the stitching
around the top section of the back.
Template
Enlarge by 368%

Back

napkin trim
Decorate a corner of a linen napkin.

• Using a crewel needle and red
cotton yarn, work 2 lines of the Paris
stitch along the center of the front
section, referring to the instructions
on the previous page and to the
photograph for positioning.

Front

bonus template
visit knit-and-stitch.com

